Investigation of Laplace Barriers for Arrayed Electrowetting Lab-on-a-Chip
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ABSTRACT: Partial-post Laplace barriers have been postulated as a means to allow electrowetting transport and geometrical reshaping of fluids, followed by the preservation of fluid geometry after the electrowetting voltage is removed. Reported here is the first investigation of Laplace barriers with the arrayed electrodes and splitting/merging transport functions for an electrowetting lab-on-a-chip. Laplace barriers optimized for 500 × 500 μm² electrodes and 78 μm channel height are shown to provide geometrical control of fluid shape down to radii of curvature of ∼70 μm. The Laplace barriers increase the splitting volume error, but with proper electrical control, the average error in the split volume is reduced to 5%. Improved programmable fluid storage in droplets or reservoirs and continuous channel flow are also shown. This work confirms the potential benefits of Laplace barriers for lab-on-a-chip and also reveals the unique challenges and operation requirements for Laplace barriers in lab-on-a-chip applications.

INTRODUCTION

Microfluidics is the driving force behind lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices that have been developed for medical diagnostics, chemical, and biological sensing, and environmental monitoring. These devices primarily use one of two distinct methods to handle micro/nanoscale volumes of fluids: (1) fixed-channel continuous flow or two-phase microfluidics or (2) discrete droplet-based microfluidics. Where continuous flow devices certainly have advantages with respect to simplicity, reliability, manufacturability, and throughput, the discretization of microfluidics, also known as digital microfluidics (DMF), can have advantages in programmability, simplified experiment redesign, reusability, and parallel processing. Recently, researchers have begun to unify the advantages of continuous channel microfluidics and DMF by (1) directly integrating fixed, continuous flow channels with a small electrowetting DMF grid array, (2) creating reconfigurable virtual electrowetting channels, or (3) integrating Laplace barriers to maintain electrically programmed geometries even when the voltage is removed. The value of Laplace barriers for LOC has been speculated upon in prior reports but has not yet been demonstrated nor the true challenges and requirements understood. Reported here is the first investigation of Laplace barriers with the arrayed electrodes and splitting/merging transport functions for electrowetting LOC. This investigation includes a demonstration of electrowetting channel segment formation and preservation without voltage, theory, and experiment with respect to the important functions of droplet merging and splitting, improved fluid storage, and a demonstration of continuous channel flow. This work confirms the potential benefits of Laplace barriers for fluid stability and control for reservoirs, droplets, and channels and also reveals the unique challenges and operation requirements for Laplace barriers in LOC applications where both digital droplet control with zero voltage stability and fluid flows are desired on a single platform.

FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENT

Figure 2 shows the cross-sectional view of the fabricated test devices. Each device consists of a two-plate design with a bottom electrowetting electrode array plate and a top plate with a grounding
The electrowetting fluid system used in testing consisted of a custom pigment dispersion from Sun Chemical as the electrically conducting fluid and an isoparaffin oil as the insulating fluid. This particular pigment dispersion was chosen simply because it is easy to visualize, it is nonaqueous, which increases the device reliability, and it can be used as a surrogate for biofluids as long as suitable measures are taken to prevent fouling and absorption. This fluid system has an interfacial surface tension of 10 mN/m, and previously we presented a theory that proves that higher-surface-tension fluids such as pure water are equally viable. A simple “smash-dosing” method was used to dose the device where a drop of insulating fluid was first placed on the electrode grid with a pipet and a smaller drop of conducting fluid was dispensed by micropipet near an electrode within the droplet of insulating fluid. The top partial-post plate was placed on top of the bottom plate and aligned so that the posts were straight along the edges of the electrowetting electrode pads. The bottom and top plates were then clamped together. Any remainder of the channel that was not fully filled with insulating fluid was filled by simple edge dosing (capillarity between the top and bottom plates). This technique was used to prove the concept and is not necessarily representative of LOC applications. Proper LOC fluid handling capabilities will be integrated in the future.

## LAPLACE BARRIER DESIGN

When a voltage is applied to an electrowetting electrode, an electromechanical force attracts the conducting fluid to that electrode. A detailed review of this mechanism can be found elsewhere. A brief review of the theoretical behavior of Laplace barriers is now provided. With the integration of partial-post Laplace barriers into an electrowetting system (Figure 1b), voltage is used to reshape or transport the conducting fluid, and when the voltage is removed, the fluid retains the shape that it was electrowetted to because the radii of curvatures between and under the Laplace barriers impart a Laplace pressure which prevents the droplet from returning to a circular shape in the channel. With the assumption that the electrowetted contact angle (θ_b) is 90° and the top plate contact angle (θ_t) is 180°, and the mechanics governing the threshold for fluid transport using Laplace barriers simplify to the following equations

\[ \Delta P_{b}^{u} = \frac{\gamma_{b}}{h} + \frac{2}{\omega} \]  
\[ \Delta P_{u}^{u} = \frac{\gamma_{u}}{\omega} \left( 2 - \frac{\omega}{k} \right) \]  
\[ \Delta P_{R} = \gamma_{a} \left( \frac{2}{h} \right) \]

where eqs 1 and 2 are threshold Laplace pressures on the advancing (electrowetted) end of a droplet to depin the conducting fluid from between and under the posts, respectively, and eq 3 is the driving pressure from the receding end of the droplet. The interfacial surface tension between the conducting and insulating fluids is γ_a, the channel height is h, the width between the posts is w, the diameter of the posts is d, and the height under the posts is k. For fluid transport to occur, electrowetting must reduce the pressure on the advancing edge of the droplet such that ∆P_b ^ u exceeds either ∆P_u ^ u or ∆P_R. Importantly, ∆P_u ^ u or ∆P_R is carefully designed for the maximum channel open area, and these are nearly equal such that neither mode of transport (between or under) dominates because purely under transport is slower (smaller effective channel height) and purely between transport causes the droplet to break up into capillary fingers. In this work, the parameters
satisfying the above design criteria were found to be $h = 78 \, \mu m$, $d = 50 \, \mu m$, $k = 28 \, \mu m$, and $w = 75 \, \mu m$. With these dimensions, a minimum required "threshold" voltage of $\sim 45 \, V_{pp}$ was needed for transport to or draw a droplet from a reservoir.

**DEMONSTRATION OF BASIC DMF OPERATIONS**

The basic DMF operations for the LOC functionality (transport, splitting, and merging) have been demonstrated and characterized in this study using an applied voltage of 75 $V_{pp}$ 120 Hz square-wave supplied by a custom, computer-controlled driver board. Photographs of a simultaneous demonstration of all basic operations are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the tested device with the electrical voltage turned off on all electrodes to demonstrate the concept of controlled fluid confinement to noncircular shapes. In Figure 3b, the voltage is applied only where the black conducting fluid is. Figure 3c,d demonstrates all basic DMF operations occurring simultaneously (merging, transporting, and splitting) where the drawn dashed red boxes indicate where voltage is applied. As shown, transporting was demonstrated with both a discrete droplet and a larger multielectrode volume of fluid. Figure 3e demonstrated the final locations of all droplets/segments immediately after completion of the fluid movements with the electrical voltage still applied, and Figure 3f is the same except with the voltage off. The images shown in Figure 3f clearly show the ability to retain noncircular fluid geometries. The performance of confinement can be measured by the radii of curvature ($r$) at the corners of fluids and between individual Laplace barrier posts, which in this work averages $r \approx 70 \, \mu m$. Figure 3g,h also shows a longer "channel" segment of fluid formed at a later time with the same droplets, with both the voltage on and off. Distinct from some of our previous work in creating virtual electrowetting channels, these channel segments are stable even as the voltage is removed. With the integration of continuous flow inlets and outlets into this system, a zero voltage fluid channel stability can be realized when fluid flows are stopped, allowing for further fluid manipulation to be performed and fluid flows to be resumed with the same or a reconfigured fluid channel. Some staining of the post tops is notable in Figure 3 and will be seen in Figure 5 also. This staining is an artifact of the stability of the custom pigment dispersion utilized (is not seen with most other fluids) and is not well understood at this time but is also attributed to fabrication. The posts were fabricated with sharp, squared-off corners that can lead to weak spots in the fluoropolymer. This can be overcome by fabricating posts with rounded tops or by taking greater care during the assembly of the device.

**FLUID TRANSPORT VELOCITIES**

The dynamics of a droplet transported from one electrode to another using a traditional DMF system have been reported by other groups in detail. Where the trends found in those studies are similar to a system utilizing Laplace barriers with regard to scaling, fluid systems, and applied voltages, the instantaneous displacement and velocity profiles deviate significantly and are shown in Figure 4. Fluid displacement with respect to leading and trailing end initial locations is shown in Figure 4a. The deviation from leading and trailing end displacements lead to velocity peaks at different instances and a more constant droplet center velocity profile (Figure 4b) during droplet transport. As demonstrated by Pollack et al., traditional DMF systems differ significantly from this observation and experience similar leading and trailing end displacements during transport; therefore, droplet center...
velocities increase to a peak velocity and then decay at a similar rate until the droplet transport is complete. This deviation from traditional DMF systems is due to fluid pinning on the posts of the trailing end of the droplet. With an applied voltage of 75 V_{pp}, 120 Hz square-wave, the average transport velocities ranged from 2 to 3 mm/s with transfer rates from 4 to 6 Hz. By reducing the voltage to 45 V_{pp}, we reduced the transfer rates to \( \sim 1.6 \) Hz. Increasing the voltage did not significantly increase transport velocities due to electrowetted contact angle saturation. As demonstrated in our previous work, by utilizing a higher interfacial tension fluid system and following the suggestions therein, these transport velocities and transfer rates will increase.

### DETAILED STUDY OF SPLITTING ACCURACY

Fluid splitting in DMF systems occurs with droplet elongation in two opposite directions with a nonenergized electrode in the center causing a pinching effect in the middle. According to Cho et al.,\(^{33}\) splitting in a traditional DMF system, neglecting contact angle hysteresis, can be represented in terms of the channel height, the advancing and necking radii of curvature, \( R_2 \) and \( R_1 \), respectively, and the top and bottom contact angles with the following equation:

\[
\frac{R_2}{R_1} = 1 - \frac{R_2}{h} (\cos \theta_h - \cos \theta_f)
\]  

(4)

When we make the same assumptions for splitting as for fluid transport, eq 4 becomes

\[
\frac{R_2}{R_1} = 1 - \frac{R_2}{h}
\]  

(5)

where reducing the channel height or increasing the advancing horizontal radius with electrode size or both will improve the splitting performance. This basic equation can also be used for DMF systems with integrated partial-post Laplace barriers as a general guideline; however, there are significant differences in the mechanics of the pinching effect that are not seen with traditional DMF systems.

Figure 5 shows sequenced photographs of a typical droplet split when using partial-post Laplace barriers. The radii of curvatures are clearly impacted by the Laplace barriers. As shown in Figure 5a, when necking began and the fluid pinched over the center electrode, the fluid was pinned to the inside edges of the first rows (top and bottom) of the Laplace barriers. This imparts a fluid geometry consisting of a series of larger

---

**Figure 4.** Image analysis measurements of droplet (a) displacement from the initial location and (b) instantaneous velocities as functions of time during single droplet transport to an adjacent electrode. The blue lines with circular markers and red lines with square markers are leading and trailing end measurements, respectively. The black line is a fifth-order polynomial fit of the droplet center velocities based on differentiation from the displacement measurements.

**Figure 5.** Sequenced photographs of droplet splitting. Scale: each electrode is 500 \( \mu \text{m} \) wide.
negative radii of curvature between each post. As the fluid continued to elongate longitudinally (Figure 5b), the fluid first depinned from the center post, creating a smaller necking radius of curvature between the first and second rows of posts, longitudinally depinning from adjacent posts in both directions until the fluid pinned to the inside edges of the next row of posts. As the fluid continued to elongate, the pin—depin—shift effect occurred with each row of posts (Figure 5c−e) until the droplet finally split into two discrete droplets and the voltage was removed (Figure 5f). This behavior suggests that the number of posts is odd across each electrowetting pad such that the depinning is centered midway to promote equal splitting volumes.

This sequence of fluid pinning to and depinning from the posts does not necessarily change the overall predictability of fluid splitting in the system when using eq 4 or 5, but as noted, post diameter, alignment/location, post height, and the space between posts are extra factors that can affect how the fluid splits.

**MAXIMIZING SPLITTING ACCURACY**

Splitting techniques for traditional DMF systems range from the most simplified to several more complex improvements that incorporate a variety of integrated sensing tools including impedance measurements, optical detection, high-resolution multielectrode control, and voltage ramping. However, due to the integrated Laplace barriers and no presence of sensing tools other than peering through a microscope, the only way to improve splitting accuracy in this work is through fluid shifting and software timing.

Plots of splitting accuracy over several splits as well as sequenced photographs are shown in Figure 6a,b using two different splitting routines. Areas and perimeters of each droplet (no voltage) were determined using image processing, and then volumes were calculated by compensating for the posts within the fluid areas as well as fluid geometries (rounded edges instead of straight) based on the fluid system used. The first "basic" routine, based on the splitting routine discussed by Cho et al., started with fluid confined to two horizontally adjacent electrodes, and then a voltage was applied to one of the two electrodes. The two horizontally adjacent electrodes from this center electrode were then turned on while the intermediate electrode was simultaneously turned off, forcing the fluid to split into two disproportionate droplets as indicated in Figure 6a and demonstrated in the corresponding sequenced photographs. The fluid was then remerged and returned to its original location.

Despite the disproportionality of the droplet volumes, the droplets did split with relative repeatability. The top droplet consistently split into the same volume for each split, as did the bottom. The difference in volume was a result of the integration of the Laplace barriers and the inability to center the fluid over one electrode. The inability to achieve this centering occurs because the Laplace pressure on the advancing end is too large for the receding end to drive the entire droplet to shift enough to center over one electrode. In contrast, the droplets in traditional DMF systems are already centered over a single electrode, allowing for semiquantitative splitting between the two adjacent electrodes. Therefore, this method by Cho et al. is incompatible with a DMF system using Laplace barriers if equal split volumes are required.

Figure 6b shows the results using a more advanced splitting routine that centers the fluid on one electrode and then splits it into two evenly sized droplets. This routine used the same confined droplet as the previous routine, except that the two electrodes remained with the voltage on and a third adjacent electrode was turned on, forcing the droplet to stretch slightly across the three electrodes. A timed shift of the fluid, by pulsing the voltage of the receding electrode off and then back on, allowed for the droplet to be shifted and centered over the intermediate electrode. The routine continued with the voltage being removed from the intermediate electrode and then the larger droplet splitting into two equally sized droplets. By using this method, the splitting accuracy was much improved and either droplet averaged an ∼5% variation from the nominal volume. This is also consistent with other methods that we have previously reported, where adjusting the time allowed for the droplet to dwell in the necking state improves the splitting accuracy. With Laplace barriers, a shorter dwell time of 500 ms yielded an ∼6.0% average splitting error whereas a
longer dwell time of 2 s yielded an improved ∼4% average error.

On the basis of these results, by integrating Laplace barriers into a DMF system and incorporating a more improved splitting technique, splitting accuracies comparable to those of traditional DMF systems can be achieved.\textsuperscript{36,41,42} Further improvement is possible with this splitting technique if an automated imaging feedback or impedance setup is used to sense how far the fluid has shifted and to adjust the shift time automatically or compensate for an under or over shift of fluid.

\section*{FLUID STORAGE AND STABILITY}

Another advantage of using Laplace barriers for electrowetting-based DMF is increased control for fluid storage. Not only can fluids be packed adjacent to one another with greater reliability and less risk of unintended merging, but large volumes (reservoirs) of fluid can be electrically configured on demand into more complex shapes. Figure 7 demonstrates this concept where a large virtual reservoir was formed, from which discrete droplets can be pulled, transported, and stored in a tight packing fashion (immediately adjacent corners). As shown in Figure 7a, a large virtual fluid reservoir was formed over eight electrodes, the voltage was removed from the device, and the reservoir remained tightly confined. Figure 7b–e demonstrates the process of dispensing fluid from this virtual reservoir. With Laplace barriers, the reservoir can have the voltage removed from it while the fluid is pulled with adjacent electrodes, and the reservoir still holds its primary shape. This is demonstrated in Figure 7c. However, as shown in Figure 7d, in order to fully split a discrete droplet from the bulk, it was determined that the fluid must be pulled at least two electrodes away from the bulk to form a small channel, the voltage must be removed from the intermediate electrode between the end of the channel and the bulk of the reservoir, and then the voltage on the remaining fluid in the reservoir must be briefly pulsed to rewet the remaining fluid to a new geometry for the reduced-volume reservoir. As more fluid is removed from the reservoir, the volume is reduced and the shape and number of electrodes that are pulsed during the dispensing process must be changed as well. This also leads to more complex reservoir configurations that can be reconfigured during a process to utilize the number of available electrodes more efficiently, even with the voltage removed. It is worthwhile to highlight that the adjacent-corner packing achieved for droplets in the stored state and the complex reservoir configurations have no risk of shifting or merging even if the setup is exposed to the effects of gravity, vibration, or nonlevel orientations.
Continuous flows of fluid in a virtual channel add functionality beyond that of traditional DMF, including the use of larger reagent and sample sizes for greater throughput with reduced energy consumption. Virtual channel formation based on the work of Banerjee et al.\textsuperscript{21} is demonstrated in Figure 3 with the added capability here of retaining the channel geometry even without an applied voltage. With this, the generation of fluid flows can be realized, as demonstrated in Figure 8 where fluid was transported from one large reservoir through a virtual channel to form another large reservoir with a continuous flow control method where voltages are constantly applied to the advancing channel and reservoir. As the fluid enters the virtual channel, the trailing electrodes are turned off to continue the flow until the new reservoir is formed.

The primary benefits of this control method apply to reagents and washes that require larger volumes of fluids compared to fluid samples. By eliminating the need to split and move droplets one at a time from a reservoir, this control method can increase throughput while simultaneously reducing the control logic and timing necessary for discrete droplet transport. The flow rate can also be adjusted by altering the amplitude of the activated electrodes. Furthermore, once the channel is formed, the voltage can be removed and the channel will remain in its shape, as discussed previously, to reduce energy consumption and to allow on/off control of the flow.

**Additional advantages of Laplace barriers while resolving the disadvantages of Laplace barriers include improved droplet or reservoir storage and fluid pinning, and some reduction in splitting accuracies. Where transport speeds and fluid pinning are the lesser of the drawbacks, the splitting accuracy is likely the most important challenge to overcome. We postulate that the advantages of Laplace barriers can be retained and the splitting accuracy can be greatly improved using electrical/optical feedback or finer-pitch electrode control. Finer-pitch electrical control using an active matrix array of thin film transistors on glass\textsuperscript{11,48} is readily available commercially, as it is the technology used to drive the fine-pitch pixels in all high-performance liquid-crystal displays. The Laplace barrier pitch would remain the same, but the electrode pitch could be reduced to 1, 2 \times 2, 3 \times 3 and so forth electrodes between each Laplace barrier unit cell (as defined by the Laplace barrier posts). These electrodes could be switched on and off to improve the resolution of control for all DMF functions.

There is one further hybrid solution to maintain the advantages of Laplace barriers while resolving the disadvantages. Even if the splitting accuracy is not up to the same standards as traditional DMF systems, partial-post Laplace barriers can be integrated such that they cover only a certain portion of the electrode grid to allow regions of the DMF system to provide traditional splitting.\textsuperscript{33,36,41,42} This is easily achieved, as Laplace barriers are formed on the top plate, and simply would not be included in certain areas of the LOC device. Furthermore, components of the continuous flow of fluid could be integrated into this system\textsuperscript{21} and other forms of continuous channel functionality would be possible.

In conclusion, this work demonstrates the basic LOC functionalities and related advantages provided by Laplace barriers including improved droplet or reservoir storage and channel/segment/droplet stability with zero applied voltage. Furthermore, with the ability to generate fluid flows with the larger fluid volumes needed for reagents and washes, an increase in throughput with more simplified electrical control is possible. Techniques are provided to improve performance, specifically in achieving repeatable fluid splitting. Furthermore, several methods are postulated which could resolve any remaining deficiencies with respect to utility for LOC applications.
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